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FLOW FIELDS PRODUCED BY EXPLODING WIRES 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental evidence already reported  suggests  that the strong shock 

waves produced by exploding fine  cylindrical wires,   after an initial tran- 

sition phase^ closely follow trajectories  of the parabolic  type character- 

istic of similarity flows, tftudiod by S.  C.   Lin.    Shock data obtained in 

air at a sequence of pressures below atmospheric  show large deviations 
-iA from the p    dependence on ambient density, given by Lin; yet in a limited 

time interval indicate approximately the expected parabolic shock tra- 

jectories as before.  In view of t;.e work on similarity flows, of Guderley, 

v. Weizsäcker and ot.here, the questions are discussed whether the data 

may be represented by other similarity flows, than the one prescribed by 

Lin, and whether there io In trie cylindrical case 1 convergence to a par- 

ticular '''TW Bi,r:h as 1 ri found by numerical means for tne cane of strong 

plane shocks. 



I.     INTRODUCTION 

When a fine cylindrical wire  is  exploded into an ambient atmosphere 

by passage of a heavy current pulse,   a complex flow with closely cylindri- 

cal symmetry is induced in the surrounding medium.    For wire diameters of 

the order 0.1 mm or less and with available energies larger than 5 joules/cm 

of wire length, one of the most prominent features of such a flow is the 

primary shock of a cylindrical shock wave system which is responsible for 

the loud,  sharp noise of the explosion.     While the presence of a head shock 

wave has been known for sometime,,  and a number of authors    have studied 

various aspects of shock phenomena produced by exploding wires, it was not 
M 2 

until the schlieren, KJsrr-cell camera,   studies of Müller    that the presence 

of both a first and second shock wave  was established and quantitative 

data made available on the expanding fronts of the head shock, metal vapor 

boundary and discharge canal. 

More recently the author has been able to study the early stages of 

shock and flow initiation    through  the  use of a modification of the 

rotating-mirror,  streak camera.     This  method of investigation shows that, 

for a typical case, the  shock and luminous boundary coincide up to about 1 

|i sec after which the non-luminous  shock traces out a closely parabolic 

trajectory for the next 2-5 p sec.     The   luminous boundary itself approxi- 

mates a smaller parabola up to 5 M  sec.     At 6 n sec.  from the flash tip, 

a sharp luminous wedge appears which  delineates the outward  trajectory of 

the second  shock wave after reflection at  the axis  fron its earlier inward 

course. 

Cctaparison of the experimental   head  ehock trajectory with the para- 

bolic law given by S. C.  Lin    and A.   Sakural* for the constant energy, 

cylindrical blast wave,  allows a determination to be made of the apparent 

r-—■—'  > 
At a ollghtly earlier date A.  SaJcura.1   (see our refei-ence 13) treated  the 
conatant energy,  alÄllarlty flow problea for spherical,  cylindrical and 
planar Byaaetry fraa a aerlea approaciaatloo approach.    Rio loveat order 
approxlaations for apherlcal and cylindrical ayaaaetry a^rec with those of 
Taylor (reference \2) and  Lin reepectl-rely.     In addition he prorldee higher 
order appraxlj(»tloa«.    We beoaae awaj-t?  of Sakura!'» work after uslag ULn'a 
solution.    (Xu- preliminary check» of  hie  eecorwl approxiaaticKi will he 
dlscuased below in jj   '.'. 



energy release per unit axial length at the virtual time of Initiation 

of the shock found by extrapolating the parabola-test plot back to the 

time axis. 

This application of the constant energy similarity solution may be 

criticized on the grounds that the experimental energy release is neither 

instantaneous nor along a line, lut takes place over a finite Interval into 

a finite massive metal cylind/er^ Furthermore the ambient gas is not perlect, 

but real and exhibits both relaxation and radiaclon phenomena. Finally, the 

agreemert betveen the experimental points and a theoretical parabola extends 

considerably beyond the hiine where a conservative estimate would credit 

the shock with a large enough Mach number (M > 8) so that the strong shock 

conditions could hold, providing hhe ambient fluid were a perfect gas. 

Despite these objections to the use of strong shock, similarity theory, 

the method lias a certain success. Energy values derived from parabola- 

test plots show that for the wLres producing the  stronger shock waves about 

half the stored electrical energy reappears as energy of the flow behind 

the shock.  Another 2r/f> VHS* hi-  accounted for as heat lost in the residua] 

circuit resistance.  Up to 10^ may be used in heating the metal wire 

through its trannltluu point» to & temperature of several thousand eh ^raes. 

This leaves IS - "'0$ to N livlded amon^ heat conduction and radlet Jon, 

and flow phenomena oan--:'.i i with departures from Gimilarlty. Thus there 

1o no crude violation of contit-r/Htion of energy principle and the indicated 

energy within the uhock 1 i in approximate agreement with the expectations 

derived for airong b-.fcst wave*» pnerglzed by chaaical explosiveis or other 

means. 

Another agr-^ajen* füllova aa n corieq-iencc of the eiaultaneous study 

of 1) energy Lmp'-rv'd to the aho-^k and i1) Uie daapLng cceiditions in the 

exploding wl:e rlr'ul' .   l\   i   CTWT. tna*, for a urrles of copper vlreo, 

•saxta^a axlnl «-ncrgy    ,n 'o  ^ *« lu.&rs.  r^ov does not occur for the 

oaac wire tha*. glvce alnimm daaying tlar- Ja the exiilodlng win? circuit. 

Furtheraorr the iiirr«Tr-ri."f l^'^rn  the wir*" ! •» In the right direction 

«url c io«'.■ y Uif rlf,*' Bftgr.! . far by tae efTect of 



resistance In the circuit. Thus relative energy changes obtained from the 

use of the flow similarity theory agree with those obtained from the 

electrical theory of the circuit. This correspondence is taken as strong 

support for the correctness of shock flow energy values measured for wires 

neighboring the one that most rapidly damps the circuit. 

A deviation from the siiiiilority law which has been noted in all 

streak data from the first, is u tendency for the parabola-test plots to 

deviate from linearity by cone:-, it,;.' upwards. This tendency for the later 

points to lie progressively above the linear fit to earlier data, was 

first thought to be connected with an optical distortion inherent in the 

experimental technique.  Later results obtained by a method free of this 

particular distortion show the ■jame concavity; so it is presently concluded 

that this is a real deviation from the parabolic, similarity trajectory 

probably to be explained by a closer theoretical representation of the 

physical flow,  (see § ^.P). 

Because of the simplicity nsid  easy interpretation of the similarity 

flow theory, and its apparent success in correlating prominent aspects of 

the flows produced by exploding wires, it is importfJ-r.+ to delineate in 

some retail the range of flows and shock waves to which this type of analysis 

is applicable. 

In the following we dlocuas some exploratory experimerts performed 

with the end in view of investigating the density dependence of the head 

shock wave trajectory. 



II EXPERIMENTAX 

2.1   Experimental Data 

Figure 1 shows streak camera pictures of 5-nill copper wires exploded 

Into ambient room temperature air at pressures ranging from 1 atm down to 

l/8 atm. As In the previous experiment, the stored enerr is 118 Joules 

at 28 kv In a circuit with a ringing frequency of about   uc.    The 

electrodes and silt are enclosed In an eyacuable bakellte chamber fitted 

with an optical glasR window through 'which the flash is photographed« 

Pressure is determined to within 1^ on a precision Wallace and Tiernan 

gauge. Because the refractive effect of the shock wave is difficult to 

observe at low gas densities, a method, more sensitive than the mirror 

backlighting had to be found in order to study the shock wave at pressures 

below l/5 atm. A method of linear streak backlighting has been used to 

(btaln l/5 atm and l/8 atm pictures shown in two of the pajaels. While 

. npeful gain in sensitivity results from the linear streak technique, 

the extension to lo»/er pressures is hardly a factor of two. 

General features of the rotating tulx ror photographs are to be noted 

as follows,  'flie shock wave which is quite clear at 1 atm is considerably 

less definite as pressure decreases. The luminous area, in the meantime, 

changes from smooth continuous luminoBity to pronounced streakiness and 

the duration diminishes.  Bt-low i/2 atm no second shock wave is visible. 

Moot of the luminosity Is •; inolly conceutrated at l/8 atm into t.'j w •/• 

or less oyrametrical bands or "vings" of light.  It is likely that at l/8 

ntm the wir«» explofllo.. 'ß cm the verge of producing a moving plasma of 
7 

the type encountered by Bohii tt.al at pressures below 10 cm of mercury. 

The parabola tent plot of Fig. 2  sunsnarlzes measurements from the 

ntreak pletureo of Fig. 1. Wien {2R) va t Is plotted it is known 

Umt a ntmight line ohoald reaul . If the trajectory Is that of the 
k 

constant energy sLallarlty flow g'.ven by Lin.  The tslope of the line In 

« » H S' (E/o )   where 8 !c a "'unction only of the r  of the Ideal gr.s, 

E le ajtlal energy rrir«,r.e per cam. ar*d u Its the dcaalty of the oablr-nt 
o 

at«mp?>ere,   also afltnae-d  to be a  perfect gas?. 

., 



If the axial energy release is held constant, then one would expect 

a monotonic increase in slope m as density p decreases. This means that o 
the latus rectum of the shock trajectory should increase with decreasing 

density. Clearly no such increase can be observed except for l/2 atm in 

Fig. 1. The plot in Fig. 2 demonstrates the failure of slope to increase 

monotonically.  It is a fact worth notlüg that the lower pressure data 

return practically to the locus of the 1 atm points. 

The trajectories of Fig. 2 are all still close to parabolic although 

each shows the concavity upwards discussed earlier. ,  From the slopes 

ra and njeasured pressures, the ^ial shock energies E have been calculated. 

From these one sees that, although the wire and the available electrical 

energy remain the same, the apparent energy communicated to the flow 

decreases sharply with decrease of ambient density p . 

Thus if we assumed at ihf «. i-.j^t that because of our choice of both 

a particular wire and a constant «...1-rtrical energy, a fixed amount of 

energy would be deposited in tiu= are and thence conmunicated to the flow, 

a consequence of the similarity "^"'eory is the prediction that plopes values 
-1/2 

should increase t ^ m a p    . V-c  experimental results show that, this 
o 

relationship is not obeyed. 

If, because of the nearly parabolic trajectories, we choose to assume 

that the shock paths at low density "^e those predicted by uimiiarlty 

theory, then a consequence of th^r ^o^.^Jiptlon is the conclusion that the 

axial energy release E Is a fun^- on of the aablent density p .  If a o 
further investigation beam o'it thi^     "»ncluclon,   then ve have a new fact 

about the exploding wire phenumer.  ,   viz.,  the wire acta as a tranad'.cer 

between electrical and fluid aechan^cal foras of energy and by inference 

its apparent resistance  in the circuit i eponds upon the density of the 

surrounding medluB. 

Other alternatlveo arise  if ve var* the  initial assussptlono but these 

lead  to acre elaborate theorptlca^   :IT--Jtlgatloor, which we shall  not 

pursue at  the  preaen».. 

-.iiti,, „ . ... «;**%,-!....«-    .'■.••'■■'■-,---:   „--«„  : ,_.:, 

MMi 
' 



Ill DISCUSSION 

%1    Devlatlona From Similarity Flovs 

Exploding wires^ as already noted, can haj-dly "be expected to produce 

similarity flows because of fundamental differences between the physical 

situation and that represented by the assumptions of the theory. Never- 

theless, the shock waves from exploding wires do over appreciable inter- 

vals of space and time behave like similarity flow shocks. Two principal 

deviations from the similarity flow predictions have been noted, 

The first is a gross failure of the shock wave« from a fixed size of 

wire supplied a fixed electrical energy to traverse parabolae whose 

h.r/rju. "h at the» "Latus recbum Increases as the inverse one-fourth power of 

ambient, density. Camparlson of the low pressurej streak pictures of 
c 

Fig.   1 wlnh the iov shock energy f.msh for 8-mll copper previously published' 

shows  similarities   In  shape,   short duration and  lack of a luminous  second 

ohock.     Thlö evidence  is  e'rong eaoiigh  to .-pnder l,iglü.y probable the 

aüsump'Mon  stated en-. U-   in ^ ..'..,   rtc,   that E     Ls depenaent on p  .     Tnus 

the   deviation  la    c.u.ed   by  "   '. UJ-.^ of  oar assumption about energy deposition 

in   the virt:,   not ne.-t asft; i    . i^.-«   o.   the   ti;iov..k.B  to  traverse the 

'ipproprlh.'-'   Bimii'    .' f     i   , >/•     !•'i.-'-nir  t'ubstantlatlcn  of  this  interpre- 

t-'i'-lon can  t-e   »uj. i     (■:  vhei,    u..-- ■ ♦   a'.d  voi'jxge Oi':l llograms are  obrÄined 

lor a  et>quence    >, l->—.   ^ ■ glv-    li.  Fig.   1.     Then «axperirapntal values 

of  ele  trl.-al   em-^ n< .        r.-l   to  th«   vlr»'  c&n be    ■acjparcd vlth energy 

vnlues E    Indies  vi by  ' t.. 'r^-U'^ory-     '?'•'•*-' il'-ctrl^aa tectalqueß 

for   ttUv n m» Hi'ujrm* •', 5  .ui^*   t"  .   iliKuuüed   '. n  ueVTa    pi/.i%fo.   '   '   ' 

T)if  äiL&ni  tyi«  ut    !■■ -In" Lor.  fj-jea  "■*;«   :L!K,!.nr.*y  flow  trajectorien 

l@   the-  canca^l'y of  ♦ .    i-.-.re. J   '      v  r io* '.     Tin.:  «osit  utrongiy curved 

rrgiem,   lying K#fv»'«n      ■•.• t   :   ..  -■■    .     he  t ■•,•<;• n  lnt<rj.reW<l t-a'-ilt-r    to be 

fiun«-i  ty   crwigy  ■.   . . '    ■"      c  '   -    t .u.   '.vom   ^ ■ <    .I rt;   •.•xp*Oöl<»A.     Tiie  such 

SJMiller   tendrn-y  *o^»-t     or. n'-'.'y   1-.   ,,»    r^-pj^i   f^a«   :   .      i •  vms   initially 

t hewg) *   ' o  !«■   "i     yr-'K-gg»   '..    rrro-   of   '• r   >- »Jc-rlarntAi   af * hod .      if.   aorf 



examined more closely to see whether any interpretation is possible still 

within the framework of similarity flow theory. The shock data of Fig. 2 

have be^n re-plotted using the variables (2R) vs t in an attempt to sea 

whether a general parabola with n £ 2  may provide a better fit to the 

experimental data. Fig. 5 shovs the curves so obtained together with the 

values of n employed.  In each case the entire curve is considerably 

straightened, and in three cases the exponent is close to 5/5, i-e. at 
l/2 

power law for the shock trajectory provides a better fit than the t ' 

law previously used-  Plots of in"; data on log paper do not permit of 

much refinement in the deterralnatLo' 3 of  n but do indicate the possibility 

that the data lying below 0„2 p. sec in tiiuö ray in some cases fall on a 

different line with considerably lover n. 

3.2 Variable Energy Similarity Flows 

Theoretical justification for similarity flows with n values other 

than 2, may be found in a paper by Guderley.   While the main problem 

he considers is that of a strong spherical (or cylindrical) shock con- 

verging toward the origin, his development of the theory for spherical or 

cylindricai symmetry Ls perfeuMy general. With the assumption of a (l/n)th 

order parabola as the SHOCK trajectory in the neighborhood of the origin 

and with the strong shocK rt-latious, he is led to Introduce generalized 

similarity conditions fur the entire flow behini the strong shock.  These 

scaling relations reduce the conservrHtlon lawn for mass, moraentun and 

entropy from partial to crdlaary differential equations. After a further 

reduction, based on dtffenaional analysis, which shows the solutlonn to be 

functions of only two, independent dlraenslonless variables, he Is able to 

exEunine ♦".he entire solution fleii for the r.yotom by study of the soiutlons 

and singular polnta of a ölngie non-llru-ar, ordinary differential equation. 

One of the reüui*-!? of • :.i  .-uly is the proof tuat In ophcrtcal or cylindrical 

coordinates there I? only one non-trlvlsl üoiutlon for which the particle 

at the origin can rrsoaln a* reat .  Coeaparinon ßhows that thlo ar^ot be the 
it •• 

conatant ener^» r.ulution foun'. by Taylor for U-c  npnerlcal cjuie  and Lin 

and ^kuml"  for the cyllivlr'ral  ane . 

-'•'■■-"""-■  -Jt'*,ii:    : .:';-i .,';C!. : i; a"--s;Ä...,:.... 
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If the assumption of constant energy is given up, then an infinity of 

similarity solutloas with a power lav dependence of energy addition on 

time may be found-    For the cylindrical case these take the form E a t^  ' . 

The constant energy case can be approximated as closely as ve please by 

time dependent solutions with n values sufficiently close to 2.    The 

particular values,  n = 5/'?j  lehj, used in Fig.  3 imply parabolic energy 

addition with t raised to the O.k and 0.8 powers reapectlvely.    Neither 

of these is close to constant energy release.    Furthermore it is noteworthy 

that the generalization of our theoretical considerations to include SIIJ
1
- 

larity flows with time variable,  energy addition has led us to the point 

where an expression  Is available against which an experimental check may 

be made. 

Through measurements ot   current and voltage in the exploding wire 

circuit,  energy de J ire red   to the wire   -:an be obtained as a function of time 

and compared with  the power la,vp nhar-acterlr.ing  the variable  energy addition 

given by simiiarlty  theory.     Agreemen+   of  these values would be  strong 

evidence thai   the  flo*v   iaro'ivea are of   .he  almlLarity type. 

One puzziing fea'ure o.'" the  theory is the  fact  that for the variable 

energy  flowb  *he  parMclc  a+   the origin   Is  not permanently at  rest.     Symmetry 

consldem'1 oriB   injl vi4 e   tnat   '.lie attai   particles  in  the  real,   expJodlng 

wire  flove   shoui.i   rem-iln at  r •  ■,  «.id  the  str-eak lat«.  Indicate  t>mt this  is 

appraxima'eiy  * rue.     Seme   ilgli'"   I.-3   nhel  on   this  question by  the  study of 
Ik 

sJmlls.rl^y 1 io»'u ov> - blunt-^o-»ed,   äsender belies glwn by Le«.-t. ?nd Kubota. 

These QU*"horti   ♦'re«»t   the  ca^e of a  dif-nitr v-ody of revolution for which 

thr   flaw   i'.>  tht   f-cl>ul  dlrevtlor     ar   l-e  ; •       cufed   In   ^acBpariaor.  to the 

radial   flov,   1.« .,   f io«f v»i.iucti  c ^o<ie   * «••   Ui«-  noyc   Hrc  ro>   required.     Tnuc 
fht*lr c-qu^iMuif  f.r*   furiinÄetr-'v. :y  the  atun»- a*»  those  Uüed by Guderley a.!though 

tcvauoe  of   ilffertr.  ee   In  ao'^^lon  and »itncsi^lca.   approü.-?.   llrect  ooBparioon 

la  v. -y aiffK'wJ'.     Lc* $ aaa  KuW*«  ehorf that  l)  for oLaIla.rlty riovs  to 

•JC'ST   *'.«   bo*3y  c^yc «f*i t Ir   uiaJ^Ar  to ♦na*(}, of the  shock.   I.e.,  bot^ rnry 

ma   n     v'i.rv-   x   la  «.ii-ai   i^t^Anct  (u*.l  a   «fircl f Jen   tiw  pnruboln   (s   -   l.n); 

f. 



2) the constant energy solution given by m = l/2 is a singular solution 

passing through a saddle point, which agrees in a general way with 

Guderlejr's analysis; and 3) similarity flows for bodies of potitlve slope 

(dE/dt >0) exist for l/2 < m ^- 1. 

The point of interest for our discussion is that the fluid particle 

originally on the axis traverses the stream line of the body cor; .vur and 

thus does not remain at rest. 

The existence of a variable energy similarity flow about the exploding 

v.'^e would thus imply that the real flow caused by the expanding wire vapor 

lies within a particle path (surface of revolution) which has the same 

parabolic law of growth as the shock wave, and that the flow of energy 

aorosa this surface is the same as would be caused by an identical blunt- 

n^sed, slender body producing a flow of equal radial Mach number. This 

interesting fact suggests that closer analysis of luminous boundary paths 
3 5 like those measured in our earlier studies ' may show them to be p» ^.bolus 

•.th the same power law as the shock wave, both differing from the m = l/'i 

constant energy caae by which they can be approximately fitted. Further 

experimental work in this direction is needed. 

3.3 Higher Order Approximationa 

By virtue of an analytical treatment baaed on series expansions with 

the square of reciprocal 9hock Mach number as the variable, Sakural  is 

able to provide higher order approximations to the flow than that given bi 

the siallarlty oolutlons. For the constant energy case, which Is the only 

one he treats, hlo flrat two tenao yield a function for the shock trajectory 

which is on hyperbola ruther than the parabola given by the first approxi- 

sation.  In connection with a prclljainary study of shock data extending t< 

10 u sec, obtained froes a 5-ffill copper wire , ve have found that the 

difference between SaJcurftl's second approxiaatlon and the parabolic alsd- 

larlty oolutlon le tverywhcre less than 2i.    Thua It appcara that for the 

raage« of data r»o fax obtained not euch is to be gained by preferring the 

«ecoftd approxtxaatlcm to the firet. 

. .«;,•: . ■■-■ 



jjj- Convergence of the Flcrws 

We dlscuoF h->.Te,  la a spectLLs-hive way, two topics vhlch may conceivably 

"be related to convergence properties of the flew solution. The first of 

these has to do with the experimental fact, vevealed in Fig. 2, that the 

actual shock tiaJeo'-.M-ies for different aaibient densities are not great.'/ 

different, from one anothero This  is shown even more strikingly in Fig. 5 

where we see that all the points lie close to a single line. The separate 

sets of experiment^,! points actually are fitted by lines of slightly 

differing slope and differing behaviour at the origin; nevertheless the 

plot gives the distinct impression that some invariant feature of the flows 

is being exhibited. If the shock trajectories are of the variable energy 

type represented by R = i t 'n where I is the similarity constant for the 

shock depending on parameters defining the flow then the concordance of the 

data in Fig. 5 suggests that (2R)n/t = (2| )n is a constant independent of 
6 

energy and density.     In our case its numerical value would be about 1.2. 

Thus a functional relaticnship of the  hype n In ^    = const,  for different 

time dependent flows seemB to be implied.    Further investigation of this 

question wi 1.1 jrobably rtqulr0 extensive numerical work;   for the variable 

energy solutions have no1"  teen obtained in analyMcal form. 

The  sei-ond,   and probaliy related,   Item of this ditKussion taken  note 

of  the   theoretical model o:" a •vi.rong,  plane shock proposed by vcu Weizsäcker 

In connection with problems encountered In astrophysicb.     v. Weismcker 

d.efines a prototype,   Inrinlte pls.ie shock wave to have u similarity (or 

homology) type or  fxow bo-tutlon determined at the shock by the strong shock 

conditions.    The other boundary is heurlitlcally dt.-.< mined by the condition 

ll;8f  the wave  IOüC none of the mate over whl'h  it passes.    This ve  see 

requires thak  ^rettsure,  anl jresHure gradient,  vai^lch sufficiently far 

behind  the  üho- k sm^-v ana   indeed   t hi   ätateaeiit  t« asde  tliat  the vitve 

leralnateo   In a >m'uua.    V.it  nu2i*rl<:'jü  ctu rxuatioaii  of v.  WdBfjacker  show 

thp  exlsti*jsi<e  Dotn of unuul'Äbio  ulnguiar oolutiot.ö arA a posolbly  aatli)- 

fn-lory  aoiii'lon.     Hhe  need  Tor a  deeper analyti I o   la   Indicated. 
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Such an analysis is provided by the work of Hafele  who discusses 

in detail the plane shock case by recourse to a treatment modeled after 

the one given by Guderley for the spherical and cylindrical cases. The 

direction field and solutions in the projective plane for the differential 

equation representing the plane case are quite different from those given 

by Guderlsy.  In discussing the various possible solutions, Häfele criticizes 

the solution corresponding co consta.nt energy release on a plane surface 

at t = t , which solution is contained in Sakurai's first paper, and rejects 
o 

it as unsuitable because while density vanishes at the origin, temperature 

becomes infinite In such a way as to maintain pressure constant. For a 

shock traveling only to the right (excluding the symmetrical case with 

identical shocks traveling in both directions), this boundary condition is 

interpreted as implying a displacement of the energy release plane. 

We infer that it would mean a leakage of mass in the negative direction, 

and thus to account for all the energy would require integration to negative 

Infinity after t = 0. 

Rejection of the constant energy solution on grounds of unsultability 

leavee only variable energy solutions to be consideredr  Of these, Häfele 

determines that there is only one which he calls the "regular homology 

solution", which can be adjusted to pass through the point representing the 

strong shock conditions and in addition behave, sufficiently far behind 

the shock, so that both p and p vanish as T becames infinite. For the 

coe of air with r = 7/5 the shock parabola la x = 5 t * and functions 

for the flow varlablee can be obtalr.ed explicitly. It is worth noting 

that in this case particle velocity decreaseo linearly with distance behind 

the shock front at a given time and for other values of y  the decrease is 

practically linear. 

In a separate study Hair, and Ho**mer*' exwalne nuiserically the effects 

of perturbing the regular haaology solution by arbitrarily assigned initial 

ralue« of the flow rmrlableH. They inrestl^te only the caae of astrophyslcal 

Interpst, vis., > - 5/5. Their reiults shew that for a variety of 

perturbÄtior.j«, the ensuing flowo convtrgt» with ti» ao the rt?fuiar hcttology 



solution. Thus empirical eviderice is provided for the stability of the 

regular solution. Further analytical studies *  support this conclusion 

subject to  the condition that the perturbations do not result in the 

formation of internal shock waves. 

With these preliminaries we return now to the question of a possible 

connection between the experimental flows and these theoretical results. 

A strong plane shock may in principle be produced in three different ways; 

eif -r directly or in the limit approached by strong spherical or cylindrical 

ßhockß. It is not known theoretically under what conditions. If any, the 

three flows so produced would be the same, but it may be conjectured not only 

that suitable conditions exist, but also that the flows so produced would 

converge to the regular hatLclogy solution of v. Weiszacker and Hafele. 

If this conjecture were true then we would expect the experimental 

shock trajectory with variable energy to approach a 0.6 power law with 

t^me, rather than the 2/3 power law required by the special condition of 

constant energy. 

The experimental data of Fifes. 2 and 5 suggest that a thorough investi- 

gation of this conjecture may be worthwhile; for the several cases presented 

seem to favor the 0.6 power law rather than 2/5. In the only case where 

dato is avnJtable out to 10 u sec, viz. the 1 atm No. 150 flrinc, the points 

from 5 to 10 ^ sec fit the 0.6 parabola very closely. 

XXO. IZlÄ/VV/v^TT/C" 
F. D. BENNETT 
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